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Every day thousands of people travel to and from Barrancabermeja by boat. Most come from the countryside to look for work, to sell
produce and fish, or in search of safety. Water taxis known as chalupas and
low-slung motorized canoes known as johnsons buzz and skip across the
Magdalena River in the shadow of Colombia's largest oil refinery. Concrete
ramparts extend for two kilometers along the shore. Before reaching the city,
vessels originating from Puerto Wilches, Cantagallo, Puerto Berrio, Simitf, or
other small towns may be subject to searches by Colombian security forces,
paramilitaries, or guerrillas. Barrancabermeja is the unofficial capital of a
vast, resource-rich and war-torn region known as the Magdalena Media. The
Magdalena Media is a hot and humid lowland territory that extends over
an estimated thirty thousand square kilometers and includes parts of seven
Colombian provinces, or departarnentos. 1 Despite the fact that much wealth is
produced in the Magdalena Media, it has been estimated that up to 70 percent
of the area's one million residents live in poverty, nearly double the national
average. 2 Since the middle of the twentieth century the Magdalena Media has
also been the staging ground for insurgency and counterinsurgency operations.
Economic hardship and violence have led tens of thousands of people to permanently abandon rural areas.
At a navy checkpoint just north of the refinery, travelers are questioned
and registered by young conscripts. From here, it is a short journey to the
municipal waterfront. Migrants then make their way up from the port area,
through the congested commercial center of the city, past modest rows of
apartments. Along the way they might catch a glimpse of el Cristo Petrolero
(see fig. r), Christ the oil worker, a 26-meter-high ironwork sculpture of
Christ, his hands raised to the sky, erected in 1995 in the Cienega Miramar,
the marsh that separates the refinery from downtown Barranca. City buses
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Figure I. Christ the oil worker, el Crisro Petrolero, symbol of Barrancabermeja. Photo by the
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and scooters rumble and grind past the oil workers' union headquarters, eventually crossing the tracks into the ciry' s ever-expanding popular neighborhoods.
The barrim· orientales that a majority of barmnquefzos call home consist mainly
of small concrete cottages, with clusters of newer wooden shacks assembled at
the edges. The land on the other side of the railway overpass known as the
puente elevado is surprisingly verdant yet physically isolated from the more
prosperous city built with the proceeds of the oil industry.
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Map 1. Northern Colombia, with population figures for main urban areas, circa t905. Source
for population data: Frederick Marrin, Sir John Scon Keltic, Isaac Parker Anderson Renwick,
Mortimer Epstein, Sigfrid Henry Steinberg, and John Paxton, The Statesman Year-book, vol. 45
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1905), 868. Map by John Harmon.
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Since the early twentieth century, Barranca has also been connected to
Bogota and the outside world by air. When you arrive by plane, the first thing
that hits you is the heat. Humidity fills the cabin of the Avianca Airlines twin
propeller Fokker 50 as you descend toward the lush valley below. Barranca has
an average temperature of 30 degrees Celsius (86 degrees Fahrenheit), bur the
mercury often exceeds 45 degrees by midday. Unlike the coastal areas of Colombia, Barranca is bathed in thick wet air. It is located five hundred kilometers
(3II miles) from the sea. There is scarcely any breeze, and the leaves hang
motionless on the trees. The groaning, silt-laden Magdalena River affords
little respite. Managers and engineers working for the oil industry have been
coming from the capital, and beyond, since Jersey Standard arrived in 1919.
Under central government control since 1961, Barranca has remained the
country's most important industrial center. Through the last decades of the
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twentieth century the ciry became a major site of armed conflict, and of the official repression of social activism. Since that time, oil company personnel have
been joined on Bights to Barranca by small groups of human rights workers.
I lived in Barrancabermeja from January through December 1998. At the
time I was working as a volunteer with Peace Brigades International (PBI), a
human rights organization founded on the principles of nonviolence that has
worked in support of threatened Latin American popular movements since
198r. We were sometimes described as "unarmed bodyguards," and our work
largely consisted of accompanying human rights defenders in their daily
rounds.·1 We spent many hours in the offices of local civil society organizations. When an activist received direct individual death threats, we would spend
twenty-four hours a day at his or her side. We also undertook regular factfinding trips to towns along the Magdalena River. Everywhere we went there
were ordinary citizens, priests, trade unionists, peasant organizers, attorneys,
municipal councillors, and schoolteachers who formed a regional network of
human rights activists.
While in Colombia I met frequently with National Police, army, and navy
officials engaged in counterinsurgency work. Some of these encounters took
place in small villages, in bunkers pitted by machine gun fire. Young soldiers
told us that they had to travel in pairs, fully armed, to make the short trip
across town to call their families and girlfriends from the local Telecom office. I
also met with high-ranking officers, such as General Fernando Millan, the onceindicted paramilitary organizer who was commander of the Fifth Brigade of
the Colombian army in the city of Bucaramanga. As he spoke angrily about
human rights activists from Barranca, denouncing individuals by name as
bandits and subversives, I studied what appeared to be a photo of him posing
with the Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet on the wall behind his desk. It
was moments like these that made the dangers of human rights work clear.
On the evening of May r6, 1998, in Barrancabermeja, a large group of armed
men wearing military fatigues killed seven people and abducted another
twenty-five. Miguel, a PBI volunteer from Spain, called to tell us the news. At
the time he was accompanying Osiris Bayter, then president of the Regional
Corporation for the Defense of Human Rights (CREDHOS). The details
were not yet clear, and nobody knew exactly how many people had been
killed. Our fears and disbelief were fed by rumors and misinformation. The
list of dead young men and women was updated by word of mouth. Over the
next week Barranca was gripped by the largest protests in a generation. We
spent five days and nights accompanying activists from different local groups
as they stood vigil by the barricades that had been set up at strategic points
around town. Taking turns at the Peace Brigades office, we wrote reports
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about everything that was happening and sent them to human rights groups
around the world, including Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, the
Washington Office on Latin America, and the Inter-Church Committee for
Human Rights in Latin America.
The 16 de mayo massacre and ensuing civic strike took place at a time
when Colombian human rights activists were increasing their international
profile as critics of the United States' revived war on drugs. Prior to the attacks
on the World Trade Center on September u, 2001, Colombia was a leading
foreign policy concern of the U.S. government. In June 2000 a $r.3 billion
U.S. military aid package was signed into law by President Bill Clinron following more than a year of public debate. Barranca was poised to become a
focal point of international concern. Human rights groups sought to forestall
the so-called Plan Colombia by exposing links between the Colombian armed
forces and paramilitary death squads. To do so, many drew upon the history
of Barranca as a cautionary tale. 4 Longtime Colombia observer Adam Isaacson
wrote following a visit to the area in 2001: "Barrancabermeja is hard to pronounce, and very little oflast year's billion-dollar package of U.S. military aid
for Colombia will end up anywhere near this city. But as Washington edges
closer ro Colombia's long, bloody conflict, 'Barranca' offers a preview of the
nightmare ro come." 5 As Plan Colombia was being discussed in the U.S. Congress, dozens of Colombian human rights activists made trips to Washington,
DC, ro convince lawmakers nor to approve what amounted to a thinly veiled
counterinsurgency plan. Liberal-minded Democrats insisted on humanitarian
assistance for the thousands of people certain to be displaced by the Plan
Colombia-funded military push into the rebel-controlled south. 6 Opportunists
jostled for arms contracts. The number of international organizations present
in the Magdalena Medio would increase visibly during those months.
Despite the attention being paid to Barrancabermeja, human rights workers
would face terrible new challenges. As Plan Colombia went into effect, peace
talks between the government of Andres Pastrana and the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia faltered, and political violence in the Madgalena
Medio escalated. I left Barrancabermeja in December 1998, but continued to
work for PBI's Colombia Project until 2003. During my tenure with the organization, I traveled regularly between Washington, DC, Ottawa, and Bogota
to help rally civil society groups, diplomats, lawmakers, and ordinary citizens
to the defense of human rights workers. I was able to return to Barranca a
number of times during the final months of the eventual paramilitary conquest
of the city in 20or. Along the way, I learned that long before Barranca became
known as one of the most violent cities in one of the most violent countries in
the world, it had been a model of social movement organizing. When I returned
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to conduct the research for this book in 2005, I found Barranca transformed.
The paramilitaries now exerted near hegemonic control over the politics and
economy of the city. Frustrated by the setbacks that they had suffered, yet
determined to neutralize the ongoing threat of violence, many of the activists
with whom I spoke were in a reflective mood. During our conversations I
learned extraordinary things about the city's popular movements, and their
relation to the recent context of guerrillas, paramilitaries, and state security
forces. The multiple threads of a long history of social activism unspooled as
we explored personal journeys through hope, disillusionment, and survival?
One of the people I interviewed while conducting research for this book
was CREDHOS's president David Ravelo, who was arrested and imprisoned
on September 14, 20!0. On December 7, 2012, David Ravelo was sentenced to
eighteen years and three months for aggravated homicide. Margaret Sekaggya,
former United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights
Defenders (2008-2014), has stated that the case against Ravelo was part of a
pattern oflegal harassment of human rights advocates in Colombia. 8 Dozens
of Colombian and international human rights organizations and experts have
denounced irregularities in the judicial process to which Ravelo was subjected.
Many observers have pointed out that the case against Ravelo, like those
against other social activists, hinged on the declarations of demobilized paramilitaries who traded their testimony for reduced sentences under the terms of
the controversial 2005 Justice and Peace law. The key witness against Ravelo
was the paramilitary commander Mario Jaimes Mejia, alias El Panadero, who
is currently serving time for his part in the massacre of thirty-two people in
Barrancabermeja on May r6, 1998. 9 In 2014, investigations were announced
against El Panadero on charges of fraud and false testimony, in relation to the
case of David Ravelo, and kidnapping, torture, and sexual assault, in relation
to the case of the journalist Jineth Bedoya. Since his arrest, David Ravelo has
been the subject of death threats and intimidation.
The experiences of the many activists with whom I spoke, and the questions they raised, were the inspiration for this book. I have been very fortunate
to have had the opportunity to research, write, and teach about the roots of
human rights movements in Latin America. This book was developed out of
the creative tension between scholarship and practice.
As I write, most of the people I interviewed and consulted continue to
work for social change in Barranca, such as the women of the Organizacion
Femenina Popular, shown on the front cover in a march in Bogota in 2002.
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Chronology
of Barrancabermeja History

1905
1916
1919
1921
1922
1924
1926
1927
1929
1935
1938
1948

1950
1951
1958
1960
1961
1963
1964
1967

Roberto De Mares gains rights to Barranca oil concession
Drilling begins by Tropical Oil Company
Tropical Oil Company sold to Standard Oil of New Jersey
Refinery built at Barranca
Incorporation of Municipality of Barrancabermeja
First major oil strike
Strike leaders arrested and prosecuted by military tribunal
Barranca-Cartagena pipeline completed
Second major oil strike
"Bolchevique" uprising in Santander and Tolima
Third major oil strike
Fourth major oil strike
Fifi:h major oil strike
Uprising following murder of Jorge Eliecer Gaitan: La cornuna de Barranca
Strike for nationalization of Colombian oil production
Drilling operations nationalized
Declaration ofSitges: end ofLa Violencia and start ofNational
Front
Union Sindical Obrera "solidarity strike" with oil workers in
other regions
Barranca refinery nationalized
First major oil strike in thirteen years
First paro civico for social rights and local development
Ejercito de Liberaci6n Nacional first military action in Magdalena Medio
Establishment of the National Association of Peasant Users
(ANUC)

XXV

~-

1972
1973
1975

xxvi

The FARC opens a front in the southern Magdalena Media
Conservative candidate Misael Pastrana Borero elected president
Oil workers' strike and occupation of refinery
Court martial of strike leaders
Split in national peasant organization ANUC
Organizacion Femenina Popular established
Army carries out Operacion Anorf against the Ejercito de Liberacion Nacional
Paro civico for public services and land for peasants
Establishment of Barrio Primero de Mayo through land
mvas10n
Magdalena Media declared a "war zone" by national government
Series of short strikes by oil workers
Oil workers' strike lasting forty-three days
Military mayor named to Barranca
National paro civico
Formation of"self-defense" group that would become the Autodefensas Campesinas del Magdalena Medio (ACMM)
Liberal candidate Julio Cesar T urbay Ayala elected president
First evidence of human rights abuses by paramilitary groups
Formation of Muerte a Secuestradores (MAS) in southern
Magdalena Medio
First human rights protests in the Magdalena Medio, organized
out of Puerto Berrfo
Paro civico por el agua (civil strike for potable water)
Creation of Coordinadora Popular civil society coalition
Massacre ofVuelta Acuna, followed by mass displacement to
Barranca
Assassination of ELN cofounder and social activist Ricardo
Lara Parada
Assassination of Patriotic Union party congressman Leonardo
Posada
Grenade attack on three members of Patriotic Union party
Paro civico to protest attacks against Patriotic Union party
Murder of fourteen-year-old Sandra Rondon
First major human rights protest (Paro civico por la vida)
Paro del noroirente regional peasant protests
Creation of Regional Corporation for the Defense of Human
Rights (CREDHOS)
Organizacion Femenina Popular becomes independent
from Catholic Church

Chronology

1988

1989

1990

1991
1992

1994
1997
1998

1999
2001
2002

Ch r o n o Io g y

Paro civico to protest murder of labor leader Manuel Gustavo
Chacon
Peasant march and protest marking first anniversary of paro
del nororiente
Massacre of peasants by Colombian army at Llana Caliente
Paro civico to protest murder of labor leader Hamer
Consuegra
I General Assembly ofCREDHOS
First Regional Human Rights Forum hosted by CREDHOS
La Rochela massacre of twelve Colombian government judicial officials by military/paramilitary forces
Paro civico to protest murder of Patriotic Union city councillor Orlando Higuita
Establishment of the Albergue Campesino shelter for displaced peasants
Creation of Human Rights Committee of Sabana de Torres,
Santander
II General Assembly ofCREDHOS
Creation of the Colombian Naval Intelligence Network
Oil workers' strike during collective bargaining
III General Assembly ofCREDHOS
Six members ofCREDHOS exiled
P1zro civico to protest murder of city councillor and newspaper publisher Ismael Jaimes
Peace Brigades International establishes permanent presence in
Barranca
Marcha Campesina peasant march from Magdalena Medio to
Cartagena
May 16 Massacre in suroriente (seven killed, twenty-five
disappeared)
Founding of Barranca branch of Association of Families of
the Detained-Disappeared
Conservative candidate Andres Pastrana Arango elected
president
Occupation of major Barrancabermeja public buildings by
thousands of peasants from war-torn rural Magdalena Meclio
during Marchas Campesinas
Exile ofCREDHOS president Osiris Bayter
Funding for Plan Colombia approved by U.S. Congress
Paramilitary siege of Barrancabermeja
Election of Alvaro Uribe Velez as president of Colombia
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--

2010

Coordinadora Popular civil society coalition is dissolved
Creation of NGO Corporaci6n Region by former
CREDHOS directors
Establishment of the Espacio de trabajadoras y trabajadores
de derechos humanos del Magdalena Medio
Establishment of state-run National Commission for Reconciliation and Reparations
Establishment of the Movimiento Nacional de Vfctimas de
Crimenes de Estado by a coalition of Colombian human rights
groups, including CREDHOS
Arrest ofCREDHOS president David Ravelo
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Introduction
"My basic training took place
in the street"
CREDHOS's birth was not accidental. It was born in the heat of
everything that was happening at the time, on the one hand the violence,
and on the other hand the efforts to build an infrastructure worthy of
Barrancabermeja .... Social movements were on the threshold of a very
important struggle.

Raf~1d C6mcz Serrano,

human rights activist I

Para Cfvica par Ia Vida
The May 2, 1987, murder of fourteen-year-old Sandra Rondon
by paramilitary gunmen in Barrancabermeja inspired the first general strike
for human rights in Colombian history. Rondon was on her way to church
on a quiet Sunday in the central neighborhood ofTorcoroma when two men
pulled up on a motorcycle. The man riding on the rear opened fire at close
range with a 9 mm pistol. Struck multiple rimes, she died instanrly. 2 Rondon
had recently been identified by local media as a key witness to an attack on
three left-wing political activists. Two weeks earlier, a hand grenade had been
tossed into a crowded ice cream parlor, injuring eight people, including Rondon's
younger brorher. 3 Hers was not the first murder in the dirty war in Barranca. 4
But the killing of Sandra Rondon shocked local residents as only the death of
an innocent child can, and she immediately became a symbol of the city's
struggle for human rights. While local elected officials and social movements
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denounced Rondon's murder, there was no response from Bogota. Catholics,
Communists, Liberals, trade unionists, and community organizers in Barranca
then staged a mass demonstration, as they had dozens of times before, to demand
that the national government guarantee fair wages and public services such
as water, education, and health care. This time, however, they called for the
protection of civilians from violence.
The Barrancabermeja-based Regional Committee for the Defense of
Human Rights (CREDHOS) was established at a time when military and
paramilitary repression threatened to reverse hard-fought gains made by local
popular organizations. In the city a civic-popular movement had brought together the forces oflabor, progressive political parties, and community groups.
Barranca activists' confidence that they were close to achieving genuine social
and political change was buoyed by dynamics being played out at the national
level. Through the mid-198os a record number of Colombians rook to the
streets to claim a wide range of rights. 5 Colombians organized forty-seven
citizen-led general strikes, or paras civicos, in 1987. That was more than double
6
the already impressive yearly average of paras cfvicos during the previous decade.
The year CREDHOS was founded was also the cruelest in Colombia's histOiy
since the end of La Violencia. 7 Colombian authorities estimated that armed
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conflict had resulted in 2,500 deaths and 200 disappearances in what the
national news media dubbed "The Year of the Dirty War." 8 There would be
around 250 politically motivated homicides in Barranca alone in 1987. 9 As
many of the city's most prominent social and labor leaders were killed, human
rights activism emerged as the dominant paradigm of popular protest.
Historic struggles for social justice provided Barranca's human rights
activists with the bases to muster large numbers of citizens. As historian
Mauricio Archila writes: "Civic movements in the 1960s and 1970s demonstrated the radical implications of people taking an interest in their own
municipality." 10 The para civico or "civic strike" as practiced by popular
movements in Colombia was an intentional combination of the tactics used
during industrial actions, urban land invasions, and peasant marches by
workers, squatters, and poor rural farmers over previous decades. Paras civicos
entailed the stoppage of all commercial activity, the occupation of city streets,
and the staging of mass rallies in public plazas. In this regard, paras civicos were
different from the strikes led by oil workers, which focused on conditions inside
the refinery. Peasant movements were the first to regularly use what sociologist
Leon Zamosc has termed "collective bargaining by disruption" for the purposes
of forcing high-level talks between local communities and the national government.11 Through marchas campesinas organized since the 1960s, which often
culminated with the takeover of regional urban centers by thousands of protestors, peasant groups demonstrated that the mass mobilization of ordinary
citizens could draw high-level officials into negotiations over land ride, social
services, and economic development. The influx of poor rural people into
Barranca, notably politicized peasants fleeing war-affected areas, inspired new
urban social movements along these same lines. The civic campaigns for social
justice in Barranca in the 1970s would eventually become a model for the
campaigns for human rights of the 198os, and beyond.
Protestors took advantage of Barranca's unique urban topography. There
was only one main road into the city and just a handful of routes linking the
highly segregated central and eastern districts. A para civico would begin with
groups of young people gathering simultaneously at two main strategic points
within the city. One was an overpass spanning the railway line that divides
Barranca. On the western side is the planned, formal Barrancabermeja. On the
eastern side are the barrios orientales, or eastern neighborhoods, that since the
early 196os have been the site of organized land invasions by poor migrants.
Known as the puente elevado, this bridge was the main road connecting these
two halves. The other key strategic point was the As de Copas, an intersection
situated at the top of a rise at the southern edge of the main urban area, named
for a convenience store at this location. Also of strategic importance was the
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fork in the road leading out of town toward Bucaramanga, to the east, and
Bogota, to the south. This point is known as El Reten, for the old security
forces' checkpoint located there, complete with a heavy boom gate. Though
somewhat isolated, this position was narrow, and could be held by a small
group of protestors. By setting fire to rubber tires and other debris at two or
more of these points, para cfvica organizers could effectively contain all movement within the city until exhaustion set in, or the army showed up in large
numbers.
The 1987 para civica par !a vida, a protest against political violence staged
in the wake of fourteen-year-old Sandra Rondon's murder, was exceptional
because of its scale, its spontaneity, and its singular focus on human rights.
The first large paras cfvicas organized in Barranca during the 1970s often coincided with rounds of collective bargaining by oil workers, addressed longstanding grievances about public services, and required weeks of preparation.
By contrast, the para civica par !a vida and other human rights protests were
carried out in direct response to specific repressive actions, and entailed relatively little notice. An organizing committee was convened by social movement
leaders the morning after Rondon's murder. However, several hours before
the camite de para could send its members to blockade the ciry center, groups of
young people had already proceeded to the usual meeting places. 12 Fran cisco
Campos, a lifelong activist born and raised in Barrancabemeja, recalls the first
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paras civicas for human rights in the late 198os as exhilarating experiments
in popular democracy. Campos, still a teenager at rhe rime, was completely
engrossed by rhe city's protest movement: "We all rook risks. We were a bit
irresponsible. We were still young, but totally convinced of what we were doing,
nobody made us do anything, nobody manipulated us. We didn't sleep. We
participated in the para civica from starr ro finish. We ended up exhausted,
but ir was happiness. This was the best training we had as young people. I was
educated there, and afterward I went to university, and I got a degree in
human rights. But my basic training took place in the street." 13 The para civica
in response ro Sandra Rondon's murder lasted three days and involved tens of
thousands of people. The lack of constraints described by Campos, the shedding
of inhibitions, was part of the ethos ofparas civicas, generally. The outpouring
of the para civica par la vida was a harbinger of the permanent state of unrest
into which many activists in the ciry were about to plunge.

Sandra Rondon's murder galvanized a broad cross-section of society in
Barranca, and beyond. Local civic groups, the oil workers' union, and elected
officials were all present ar the barricades set up at strategic entry points to the
city. So roo were the guerrillas. And so Barranca's human rights movement
was born: rife with divergent interests and contested meanings. Peasanr organizations, which were acrually the first to sound the alarm that massive violations were being carried out by security forces and their paramilitary allies,
were also among the first to question whether raking to the streets to demand
basic human rights offered a way forward. Were human rights too politically
narrow? As Communist Parry intellectual and head of rhe Bogota-based
Permanent Committee for the Defense ofHuman Rights, Hernando Hurtado,
observed at the rime: "Unlike previous protests, this one did nor make economic
or social demands, only a call for the right to life." 14 A historic mobilization of
peasants, called the Paro del Nororiente, conceived as a mass exodus from
rural areas around Barranca, was being planned at the rime of Sandra Rondon's
murder. Some peasant leaders were worried about exhausting rheir membership and testing the patience of the wider community, including the people
living in towns and cities who would host thousands of peasants, in public
parks, schools, and churches. In the end, both protests rook place, and peasant
groups were present at both. In the year following Sandra Rondon's murder,
activists in Barranca would organize eight more paras civicas in favor of human
rights. In addition to peasant movements, which had been denouncing human
rights violations for several years prior, the oil workers union, Catholic Church,
Organizacion Femenina Popular women's organization, and others began organizing around human rights on their own terms, striking specialized human
rights subcommittees and publishing urgent actions.
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Human Rights as Social Protest
This book examines why, how, and with what impact people
living in conflict areas organize collectively to assert human rights. Thousands
of people have been killed in Barrancabermeja as a consequence of direct orders
given and carried out by the Colombian armed forces and their paramilitary
allies, on the one hand, and leftist rebels, on the other. 15 Barrancabermejabased social activists rallied around the cause of human rights in the midst of
an armed conflict in which the majoriry of victims were civilians. Paramilitary
units working in collaboration with state securiry forces had been undertaking
repressive actions against popular movements in the southern Magdalena
Media region since the early 1980s. At the same time, guerrilla groups expanded
their influence and control over strategic territories. In response to paramilitary
attacks against peasants living in areas under guerrilla influence, tens of
thousands of people abandoned the war-torn countryside, seeking refuge in
shanrytowns on the outskirts of Barrancabermeja. By the middle of the decade,
homicides and forced disappearances were being carried out on the streets of
the city, targeting social and political leaders and activists. In the late 1980s
CREDHOS brought together popular movements from Barranca and the
surrounding Magdalena Media region to expose the perpetrators of violence,
advocate on behalf of victims and their families, call upon the Colombian state
to protect human rights, and denounce the deeper socioeconomic inequalities
they saw as sources of conflict.
Human rights movements have tended to emerge in places where the state
is strong. This is evident across Latin America in the concentration of human
rights organizations in large urban centers, particularly in capital cities where
interaction with government is most direct. Although Barrancabermeja is distant from Bogod., located in what is generally thought of as a frontier region,
there is a robust state presence owing to oil. For decades Barranca has been
home to the most important trade union movement in Colombian history.
Throughout the twentieth century, Colombia's ruling Liberal and Conservative
parties guaranteed the flow of oil through repressive actions against trade
unionists and regular interruptions of the constitutional order known as
declarations of "state of siege." 16 The entrenchment of two-parry rule during
the National Front governments of the 196os and 1970s inspired the formation
of new social movements, alongside armed insurgencies. For Barranca residents,
national authorities represented a foil to popular radicalism. For Bogota,
Barranca represented a problem to be contained. Human rights activis:n in the
198os was therefore a response to state-sponsored repression.
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Barrancabermeja refinery. Phoro by the amhor.

Barrancabermeja and the surrounding Magdalena Media have long been
associated with radical politics. The founders of the Ejercito de Liberacion
Nacional initially took the name Brigada Jose Antonio Galan, after the santandereano leader of the late eighteenth-century Comuneros Revolr. 17 During the
first decade of the twentieth century, popular Liberals fleeing Conservative
repression established colonies in the area. In the 1920s, socialist Raul Mahecha
organized the first oil workers' strikes. In 1927 a self-described Bolshevik movement based out of a railroad station just a few kilometers from Barranca parricipa:ed in the first Communist uprising in Latin American history, five years
before Agustin Farabundo Marti took up arms in El Salvador. In 1948 barranquefios loyal to populist presidential candidate Jorge Eliecer Gaitan seized
control, of the city when their leader was assassinated. During the ensuing civil
war, left-leaning Liberal guerrillas became a dominant force in the region. The
midcentury conflagration known as La Violencia lasted from 1948 to 1958,
during which }OO,ooo Colombians were killed. During this period, the oil
workers' union was banned, and popular politics were driven underground.
These events would directly inspire the guerrilla groups that formed in the
region during the 1960s.
Armed insurgent movements, particularly the Ejercito de Liberacion
Nacional (ELN) and the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia
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(FARC), played critical roles in the recent history ofBarrancabermeja. Urban
guerrilla militia were established in the city during the r98os. This was a major
strategic shift for what had hitherto been rural-based movements. As we shall
see, the guerrillas' early military actions in the city were mostly limited to attacks
on security forces and oil infrastructure, as well as occasional political kidnappings. More disconcerting to the city's social movements were the guerrillas'
attempts to opportunistically capture popular protest. The guerrillas were
never as brutal as the military and paramilitaries, and local social movements
were able to maintain a high degree of autonomy. Guerrilla members were
mainly local, and they enjoyed broad sympathy. But the guerrillas' efforts to
build mass movements entailed serious risks. When state repression came, the
members of legal political movements associated with the FARC (Patriotic
Union) and the ELN (jA Luchar!) were among the first to be targeted. As
counterinsurgency operations escalated through the 1990s, the guerrillas
multiplied their armed actions within the city. During this decisive period
of time, as paramilitary groups closed a circle around Barrancabermeja, the
guerrillas unwittingly compromised the political gains being made by Colombia's oldest social movements.
Popular movements in Barrancabermeja had for decades been focused on
interlaced questions of labor and social justice, as manifest in the refine1y, the
oilfields, and the city's poorest neighborhoods. As such, the turn to human
rights as a form of resistance to political violence on the part of Barrancabermeja's popular movements entailed a significant discursive shift. The vocabulary
of human rights was new to many veteran activists, even though their traditional
concerns could have been construed as issues of social and economic rights.
The concepts of torture, extrajudicial killing, enforced disappearance, arbitrary
detention, and displacement would progressively become part of the language
of protest in the city. As anthropologist Winifred Tate writes, "human rights
violation" is itself a category for making violence socially legible and establishing
accountability, and locating specific acts within broader histories. 18 For the
embattled social movement activists in Barranca, the question of basic human
rights was indivisible from the issues of social and economic justice, regional
development, political recognition, and nationalism. It was not the fact of
violence that united human rights activists in Barranca. It was the fact that
violence had been directed against popular movements, as well as against ordinary citizens such as Sandra Rondon. The very legitimacy of human rights
activists in Barranca was determined by the experiences they shared with the
people for whom they spoke.
Barranca has been described as the "heart of activism" in Colombia. 19
While Colombia has long been dominated by the Liberal and Conservative
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parties, and extensive clientelist networks associated with each, Barranca
developed a unique brand of nonconformism. The remarkable longevity and
combativeness of the city's social movements is due to its history as an oilrefining enclave, and widespread identification among barranquefzos with
nationalist, working-class and anti-establishment politics. 20 Interviews conducted with popular leaders who experienced the shift to human rights in
Barranca during the late 198os demonstrate a direct relationship between social
upheaval, political violence, and the renewal of popular protest. In the words
of Irene Villamizar, who has worked for decades as a teacher and community
activist in the city's poor southeastern barrios, ''This town does not belong to
the rich." 21

Understanding Paramilitary Repression
My research examines the intersection of human rights activism,
paramilitarism, and processes of state formation. The advent of human rights
in the 1980s altered the political landscape of violence in the Magdalena
Medio. Protests carried out by peasant movements in the region shed light on
the abusive behavior of the Colombian armed forces. As activists' efforts to
document and expose extrajudicial killings, arbitrary detentions, and torture
multiplied, so too did threats against them. This backlash was part of a larger
wave of counterinsurgency violence that swept through the countryside,
reaching the city by the middle of the decade. In Barrancabermeja, the use of
unmarked cars and motorcycles by assassins wearing civilian clothes substantiated activist claims that covert operations were being carried out by state security
forces. The establishment of third parry paramilitary death squads during this
period further obfuscated state responsibility for human rights violations. Paramilitarism was a continuation of the politics of state of siege by other means,
whereby the national government justified the suppression of civil liberties in
the name of national security, as had been the case during the great oil workers'
and civil strikes of the I9JOs. The military remained concerned with public
order in Barrancabermeja and the surrounding area, but through the end of
the twentieth century the main business of killing was either concealed or
devolved to paramilitaries. Human rights activists denounced these contradictions, and thus shed light on the everyday corruption of state sovereignty.
Paramilitarism refers to a multivariate set of phenomena, ranging from
legally constituted organizations such as Hit!erjugend to illegal organizations
such as the Serbian White Eagles. Scholars of Latin America have written extensively about paramilitary groups dedicated to counterinsurgency, from
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